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Established in Australia in 1886, 
Lawrence & Hanson is a leading 
wholesaler focused on the B2B supply of 
electrical, industrial & safety products and 
services to industry in the Asia Pacific region.

Part of the globally private-owned Sonepar company, 
Lawrence & Hanson enjoys a distribution network of 
over 150 strategically located branches throughout 
metropolitan and regional Australia, and strives to be the 
wholesaler of choice for electrical materials and related 
products to the contractor and industrial markets.

OVERVIEW

 “WE STRIVE TO BE THE 
WHOLESALER OF CHOICE”
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WHO IS SONEPAR

Sonepar is an independent family-owned company with global 
market leadership in B2B distribution of electrical products and 
related services.

Founded in 1969 by Henri Coisne, Sonepar rapidly grew as a 
result of the ongoing support of its family shareholders, organising 
and structuring its business of electrical equipment distribution. 
Sonepar acquired the Lawrence & Hanson businesses in 2008.

AU $30
BILLION  

OF SALES

44
COUNTRIES 

1,000,000
ORDER LINES  

PER DAY

2,800
BRANCHES 

5
CONTINENTS 

245
ENTITIES 
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• Our people know your market and the issues you 
face on a day to day basis

• We take a proactive approach and offer solutions 
rather than just taking orders

• Over 130 years experience with a reputation for 
being reliable and trustworthy

• National network of over 160 branches
• eCommerce solutions including webshop, ERP 

integration and App technologies
• Easy to work with across our business with a single 

point of contact
• Localised source of expert advice, technical & 

logistical support backed by a nationwide network

WHY PARTNER WITH US?

 “OUR PEOPLE KNOW YOUR MARKET 
AND THE ISSUES YOU FACE”
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OUR APPROACH

UTILITIES OIL & GASCOMMERCIAL MININGINDUSTRIAL

Servicing the needs of Australian industry for 
130 years, we’re proud at Lawrence & Hanson 

to supply our customers from these sectors

FACILITIES 
MAINTENANCE
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Lawrence & Hanson are a Certified Industrial Automation Distributor for 
Schneider Electric.

Schneider Electric automation, control products and solutions coverthe 
breadth of the industrial, infrastructure and building sectors – from 
programmable relays to motion controllers and interface modules, for 
applications from simple machines to complex process systems.

PARTNERING WITH 
INDUSTRY LEADERS
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INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS:

ENSURE YOUR PLANT’S UPTIME

Keep your plant running by reducing downtime, planning 
maintenance operations, preventing failures and identifying 
automation issues with our MRO service offerings.

• Technical support 
• Spare parts 
• Exchange and repair 
• Extended warranty 
• On-site expert assistance 
• Software update and support 

MAXIMISE MACHINE SAFETY

Effective machine safety starts with design. Rely on the 
experience and skills of Schneider Electric to understand 
your application and support you in designing and building 
safe machines that comply with applicable regulations.

• Analysis and assessment 
• Application and implementation 
• Knowledge transfer 

MAXIMISE MACHINE PERFORMANCE

Our worldwide network of expert Application Design 
Engineers (ADEs) are highly trained automation and control 
engineers, ready to optimise machine design for both your 
company and your customers.

• Machine Design 
• Programming 
• Commissioning 

INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION TRAINING

Maximise workforce effectiveness through comprehensive 
training for improving plant performance, increasing 
retention and reducing costs.

Our learning solutions help maximise asset and plant 
availability and utilisation through greater consistency, 
improved performance and reduced risk from inadequate 
knowledge. Industrial Automation Learning Services offers 
a curriculum of 200+ courses covering a wide range of 
products and concerns.
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SERVICES OFFERED THROUGH 
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Our experts evaluate your existing 
automation systems and provide and 
upgrade strategy that is right for you

Optimise your automation system 
and engineering by taking advantage 
of the benefits received through our 
maintenance and support services 
programs

Secure your industrial control 
systems (ICS) from cyber threats

Our consultants bring you deep 
understanding of automation challenges 
– and experience in addressing them. 
We help optimise system investments so 
you can focus on asset performance, 
regulatory compliance, real-time control 
and more

Our safety services ensure your plant’s 
and equipment are well designed, 
operated safely and properly maintained

The Harvard Business Review reports 
that 40% of CapEx projects experience 
overruns. Our best-in-class project 
execution processes and delivery models 
control the factors that cause overruns, to 
keep your project on time, on budget and 
of top quality

Our operator performance services help 
proactively meet production challenges. 
They provide a deep situational 
awareness and expand the knowledge 
about the operating context

Maximise workforce effectiveness through 
comprehensive training for improving 
plant performance, increasing retention 
and reducing costs.

MODERNISATION & 
UPGRADES SAFETY SERVICESINDUSTRIAL CYBERSECURITY

PERFORMANCE 
OPTIMISATION

MAINTENANCE AND 
SUPPORT

DESIGN, ENGINEERING  
AND EXECUTIONOPERATIONS CONSULTING TRAINING



CONTROL STATIONS, 
CABLING & 
INTERFACES

MEASUREMENT & 
INSTALLATION 

PUSHBUTTONS, 
SWITCHES, PILOT 
LIGHTS & JOYSTICKS 

CONTACTORS & 
PROTECTION RELAYS 

MOTION CONTROL 
& ROBOTICS 

SENSORS & RFID 
SYSTEMS 

ENCLOSURES & 
ACCESSORIES 

MOTOR STARTERS & 
PROTECTION 

SIGNALING DEVICES 

HUMAN MACHINE 
INTERFACES (HMI) 

PLC, PAC & 
DEDICATED 
CONTROLLERS 

SOFTWARE 

INDUSTRIAL 
COMMUNICATION 

POWER SUPPLIES, 
POWER PROTECTION 
& TRANSFORMERS 

TELEMETRY & 
REMOTE SCADA 

INTERFACE, 
MEASUREMENT & 
CONTROL RELAYS 

PROCESS CONTROL 
& SAFETY 

VARIABLE SPEED 
DRIVES & SOFT 
STARTERS 
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OUR PEOPLE MAKE 
THE DIFFERENCE

At Lawrence & Hanson, we strongly believe 
Our People Make the Difference.

We invest in our people to ensure we deliver 
great service.  

We offer a broad range of training programs 
from entry level up and have a dedicated 
Training Team and a network of Training 

Branches.  

We partner with Swinburne University & 
Schneider Electric to ensure our people 

are recognised & certified for their training 
accomplishments.

 “WE INVEST IN OUR PEOPLE TO 
ENSURE WE DELIVER GREAT SERVICE”
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QUALITY & SAFETY

Lawrence & Hanson is committed to 
managing safety as a high priority 
in providing a safe, healthy and 
environmentally sustainable working 
environment. We regard this as a 
prerequisite to every task and every 
employee has an important duty of 
care and responsibility to ensure that 
their work is carried safely and without 
risk to others or the environment.

Being certified to AS/NZ4801 for 
Occupational Health & Safety 
Management Systems provides ALH 
the framework for safe operation of 
our business and the protection of 
our teams, customers and suppliers in 
everything we do. 

Quality has played an integral role in 
our internal improvement programs. 
Our Business Systems Group achieved 
Certification to ISO9001 in 1993. The 
balance of the organisation (covering 
more than 150 trading outlets 
and Administration Sites) achieved 
Certification in 1994.

Quality certification assists Lawrence & 
Hanson to provide outstanding levels 
of customer satisfaction and marketing 
products and services of consistent 
high quality whilst pursuing a strategy 
of continual quality improvement.
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eBUSINESS

Lawrence & Hanson offer a wide range of 
eBusiness solutions to our customers to help 
them reduce and better control their business 
costs. From traditional business-to-business 
transaction processing, emailed reports 
and secure transaction cards through to 
on-line integration with e-procurement 
systems – we have eCommerce offerings 
to suit customers of all types and sizes.

Lawrence & Hanson have introduced a 
lite version of eBranch available via App 
on Android or Apple devices. Simply click 
the products you want and collect them 
from your local branch.

eBRANCH APP

Our eBranch Webshop platform is fully 
integrated into our ERP system. Customers 
can search over 10,000 items, view their 
specific pricing, check stock availability 
and place orders easily online from 
wherever they are.

eBRANCH WEBSHOP

Electronic invoices are sent at the same 
time that the sale is processed through 
our point of sale counter. We can also 
send scheduled consolidated invoices and 
credit notes for a nominated period.

eINVOICING SPEND REPORTS

Integrated Solutions offer a cost reduction 
to our customers through reduced 
faxing, mailing, data-entry and staff 
hours taken to administer this process. It 
opens up opportunities to reduce paper 
administration between the business and 
improve our supply relationships through 
improved responsiveness, visibility of 
stock and due dates. Integrated trading 
with customer business partners is also 
a useful mechanism to drive vendor 
compliance in the purchase decisions of 
the customer base.

Lawrence & Hanson can support any 
web-enabled procurement software 
packages that allow customers to come 
into our internet site, build a basket, 
then return to your in-house system and 
populate orders.

INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS

The Spend Report summarises monthly 
spends to help streamline your workflow 
processes within your business, which 
allows you to focus on other more 
important areas. Provided in Microsoft Excel 
format, the report is emailed automatically 
at the end of the trading month.



T  1300 023 392
W www.auslec.com.au/industrialautomation

CONTACT US

NATIONAL COVERAGE MEANS 
NO MATTER WHERE YOU ARE, 
WE ARE THERE TOO.
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